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By Jeni Crone 

We usually don't think about the data skeleton of the digital media we consume, but there is a foundation of language
and patterns underneath everything brought to us on our devices. The system through which our information is
delivered is kept hidden like a basement furnace room. When we can see a piece of media un-translated into
thousands of individual units, a little of the complexity of how our devices think is revealed. It can be hard to wrap your
head around the mechanics of a system that doesn't have a physical form. Today’s students have never suffered from
the tape on an audiocassette going off track or gotten a double-exposed picture back from the photo lab. When your
phone glitches, the whole world is put on pause and the average person cannot open it up and find what is wrong. The
problem isn’t something you can hold in your hand – it is encoded. 

We don’t investigate the system until it is broken.

Where one has little control when Microsoft word converts an eight-page paper into pages scrolled with blocks of
asterisks, glitch invites participation in the error. Akin to graffiti, it uses disruption as a medium for communication. But,
while you have control over how much you erode, you are stabbing blindly. It is all trial and error. Imagine only being able
to see the backside of an elaborate piece of embroidery and cutting and pulling out threads at random. Glitch is a tool
for unravelling. 

I was introduced to Glitch when I stumbled upon this PBS Arts: Off Book video last week, and then was prompted to
follow the instructions given for some simple Glitch activities.

Unfixing With Glitch
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1) Change the extension of an audio file to .raw and open it in Photoshop as an image.
  
2) Change the extension of an image (.jpg, .png, .tiff, etc.) to .txt, open it in text editor and experiment with adding and
removing characters and strands of text. Then change the extension back to .jpg and open it up. 
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This is what an .M4a of Miley Cyrus' "Wrecking Ball" looks like in pixels, with the coding of an image of a golden
retriever puppy copied in.
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One Direction Misdirected 

How can we work with an error? What can a glitch reveal? What can be gained from relinquishing control in
an art process? 

Sometimes I corrupted a file to the point of it being unreadable to the computer. My decisions were completely arbitrary
because I couldn't read what I was looking at - random snips and copy/pasting here and there. I was rolling the dice
and waiting for something interesting to occur - the more error and the more trial, the more opportunities for interesting.
There aren't many activities that involve aiming for flaws.

How does an image represent an idea? And what happens when running rampant editing the coding of an
image results in little change, but when a specific minor link is blindly removed, the system is corrupted to
the point of it being unrecognizable? 
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Random characters have been removed from a .txt file of this map of the United States, throwing the geography askew.
How can a glitch be used to illuminate a social issues?

I took a moment to chat with TEAM Fellow Eden Unluata, who uses glitch in his work. He brought my attention to the
greater glitch community, especially in here in Chicago,  previous host of Glitch Fest [http://gli.tc/h/] and home of glitch
artist Nick Briz [http://www.nickbriz.com/] . When I asked Eden about some possibilities for using Glitch in the classroom,
among other ideas which I have distributed throughout this post, he suggested glitching an image of text, almost a
digital adaptation of erasure poetry. When text is eroded by glitch, what remains and how can you work from
that?
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A glitch is typically a setback, but embracing it as a tool for creating, or as a jumping point for a process takes the
attention away from the negative and encourages a mentality that error only leads to the unexpected - ultimately
creating opportunity. 

Take a moment to embrace error, create with chance, and share your glitches with us  teamcolum@gmail.com
[mailto:teamcolum@gmail.com] .
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